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INTRODUCTION 
 

Pancreatic cancer, an aggressive disease that is typically 

diagnosed at an advanced stage, is the seventh leading 

cause of cancer death worldwide according to global 

cancer statistics in 2018 [1, 2]. Moreover, with a 

persistently increasing incidence, pancreatic cancer 

would become the second leading cause of cancer-

related mortality by 2030 [3]. 

 

At present, the main therapies for pancreatic cancer 

include surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, 

interventional therapy and immunotherapy. Surgical 

resection with adjuvant systemic chemotherapy 

currently provides the only chance for improving the 

survival of patients with pancreatic cancer [4]. 

However, more than 80% of pancreatic cancer patients 

are in the middle and late stages when they are 

diagnosed and thus lose the opportunity for surgery. 

Chemotherapy is the main treatment for patients with 

unresectable advanced pancreatic cancer. The clinical 

routine chemotherapy for pancreatic cancer includes 

gemcitabine monotherapy, gemcitabine combined  

with nab-paclitaxel and FOLFIRINOX regimen 

(fluorouracil, leucovorin, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin) 

[5–7]. Among them, liposomal irinotecan is suitable for 

combination with fluorouracil and folinic acid in 

patients with advanced pancreatic cancer refractory to 

gemcitabine chemotherapy (second-line therapy). The 

combination chemotherapy program developed in the 

past ten years can help patients with advanced and 

metastatic pancreatic cancer have short-term partial 

remission or stable disease, but almost all patients  

will eventually relapse [8, 9]. Recent research on  

the genome of pancreatic cancer has promoted the 

development of targeted therapy [10]. But it is  

only suitable for a small number of pancreatic cancer 

patients and only improves limited survival time.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

With overall five-year survival rate less than 10%, pancreatic cancer (PC) represents the most lethal one in all 
human cancers. Given that the incidence of PC is still increasing, and current cancer treatment strategies are 
often inefficacious, its therapy is still a huge challenge. Here, we first revealed ovarian serous carcinoma is 
mostly anti-correlated with pancreatic cancer in gene expression signatures. Based on this observation, we 
proposed that ovarian cancer cells could defend PC. To confirm this strategy, we first showed that ovarian 
cancer cell SKOV3 can significantly inhibit the proliferation of pancreatic cancer cell SW1990 when they were 
co-cultured. We further validated this strategy by an animal model of pancreatic cancer xenografts. The result 
showed that the injection of SKOV3 significantly inhibits pancreatic cancer xenografts. Moreover, we found 
that SKOV3 with transgenic African elephant TP53 gene further enhances the therapeutic effect. RNA-
sequencing analysis revealed that the ovarian cancer cell treatment strikingly induced changes of genes being 
involved in pancreas function and phenotype (e.g. enhancing pancreas function, pancreas regeneration, and 
cell adhesion) but not immune and inflammation-related functions, suggesting that the proposed strategy is 
different from immunotherapy and could be a novel strategy for cancer treatment. 
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For immunotherapies, it is known that ipilimumab 

(cytotoxic T-cell antigen-4 inhibitor) has a good curative 

effect on advanced melanoma [11] and PD-L1 

monoclonal antibody (immune checkpoint inhibitor) is 

sensitive to melanoma [12], non-small cell lung  

cancer [13], Hodgkin’s lymphoma [14] and urothelial 

carcinoma [15]. However, limited studies have confirmed 

these immunotherapies for advanced pancreatic cancer 

[16, 17]. CAR-engineered T cells (CAR-T cells) 

therapeutics have shown promising outcomes in treating 

haematological malignancies [14]. However, clinical 

trials showed that its efficiency is limited for patients 

suffering from solid tumors [18–20]. Given the difficulty 

of diagnosing pre-pancreatic cancer and the shortcomings 

of the current treatment strategies, the 5-year overall 

survival rate of pancreatic cancer patients is less than 

10% [21] and the pancreatic cancer represents the most 

lethal one in all human cancers. Therefore, new strategies 

of treatment are urgently needed to improve the survival 

of pancreatic cancer patients. 

 

Reverse-transcriptomics represents one novel and 

popular technique to explore novel agents for disease 

treatment through identifying possible agents whose 

gene expression signature is significantly anti-correlated 

with that of the candidate disease [22]. In this study, we 

comprehensively screened possible agents whose gene 

expression signatures are anti-correlated with pancreatic 

ductal adenocarcinoma cancer (PDAC), the most 

common pancreatic cancer, using DrugMine, a reverse-

transcriptomics based computational tool. As a result, 

the human ovarian serous carcinoma is one of the top 

candidate agents, suggesting that ovarian cancer cell 

transplantation could be used for pancreatic cancer 

therapy. We next confirmed this strategy by cell 

experiment and series of animal experiments. Finally, 

analysis of RNA-sequencing data revealed ovarian 

cancer cell-induced gene signature is mainly involved in 

pancreas function and phenotype in pancreatic tumors, 

such as enhancing pancreas function, pancreas 

regeneration, and cell adhesion. The immune and 

inflammation-related functions and pathways are not 

significant. The above results suggest that the proposed 

strategy is different from immunotherapy, which then 

further suggest that the proposed method would 

represent a novel and general strategy for cancer 

therapy, that is, combating cancer with cancer (CCC) 

therapeutics. 

 

RESULTS 
 

Top agents predicted to reverse gene signature of 

pancreatic cancer 

 

We screened the candidate agents whose gene signatures 

are anti-correlated with that of pancreatic cancer using 

DrugMine. As a result, Figure 1A shows the top ten 

agents with most significant odds ratio (OR) value by 

Fisher’s exact test and most significant Spearman’s 

correlation coefficient (Rho). The p-values of both tests 

for all agents are almost zero, indicating that the agents- 

induced gene expression changes are significantly anti-

correlated with that of pancreatic cancer, and further 

suggests that these agents could defend pancreatic 

cancer. Moreover, strikingly, we noted that ovarian 

serous carcinoma is among the top ten agents, indicating 

that it is anti-correlated with pancreatic cancer in gene 

expression changes. It is well known that cancers mostly 

share common pathways and mechanisms during their 

formation and development. However, here clear 

discrepancy was revealed between ovarian serous 

carcinoma and pancreatic cancer. This finding hinted 

that the opposite mechanisms could exist between the 

two cancers and thus suggested possible novel 

therapeutics, that is, killing pancreatic cancer with 

ovarian cancer cells. Based on the above observation, we 

proposed novel therapeutics for pancreatic cancer 

treatment as shown in Figure 1B, that is, injection of 

ovarian cancer cells into pancreatic tumor could inhibit 

pancreatic cancer. 

 

Injection of ovarian cancer cell SKOV3 inhibited 

pancreatic tumor development 

 

Firstly, we tested whether ovarian cancer cell SKOV3 

could inhibit pancreatic cancer cell SW1990 in vitro, so 

we sorted and purified SKOV3 cells which were 

transfected with lentivirus carrying the GFP tag through 

GFP fluorescence by flow sorting. By co-culturing the 

SKOV3 cells with SW1990 cells, it was found that 

SKOV3 could reduce the proliferation rate of SW1990 

by about 37% and showed a significant inhibition 

(Figure 2A, p-value = 0.0036, T-test), suggesting that 

ovarian cancer cell indeed can inhibit pancreatic cancer 

cell in vitro. 

 

To confirm whether SKOV3 cells can inhibit pancreatic 

cancer in vivo, we first established subcutaneous 

pancreatic cancer xenografts by subcutaneous injection of 

SW1990 cells, then followed by intervention with low 

dose (LD, 3×105 cells) or high dose (HD, 6×105 cells) 

SKOV3 cells twice a week through intratumoral 

injection. Equivalent normal saline solution (NSCT) was 

given twice a week by intratumoral injection as blank 

control. Gemcitabine was used as a positive control in the 

intervention group (100mg/kg, twice a week by 

intraperitoneal injection). The mice were euthanized and 

the tumors were harvested after 11 days of intervention 

(Figure 2B). When compared with the NSCT group, we 
found a significant decrease of tumor weight in 

Gemcitabine group and the SKOV3 HD group after  

11 days of treatment (Figure 2C, Gemcitabine vs. NSCT, 
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p-value = 0.0015; SKOV3 HD vs. NSCT, p-value = 

0.0278, one-way ANOVA test). When compared with the 

NSCT group, we found a dramatically decreased tumor 

volume in the Gemcitabine group, SKOV3 LD group and 

the SKOV3 HD group after 11 days of treatment  

(Figure 2D, Gemcitabine vs. NSCT, p-value = 0.0022; 

SKOV3 HD vs. NSCT, p-value = 0.0098; SKOV3 LD 

vs. NSCT, p-value = 0.0211, one-way ANOVA test). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The top ten agents with least odds ratio (OR) value by Fisher’s exact test and least Spearman’s correlation coefficient (Rho) with 
that of pancreatic cancer (A) and the work flow of the proposed therapeutics of combating pancreatic cancer with ovarian cancer cell (B). 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The results of the cell experiment and animal experiment based on SKOV3GFP cells and wild-type SKOV3 cells. The 
inhibition of SKOV3 cell on SW1990 cell in vitro (A). After 11 days of treatment, the mice were euthanized for analysis of tumors. The images 
of harvested tumors (B). Tumor weights are shown as means ± SD (C). n =6-7, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. Tumor growth curve during intervention 
(D). The points and bars represent means ± SD. n =6-7, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. Body weight changes of mice during intervention (E). 
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Not only that, the tumor volume was detected on the 4th 

and 7th day after treatment, which was significantly 

reduced compared with the NSCT group (Supplementary 

File 1). In addition, there was no significant difference in 

body weight change among the four groups (Figure 2E), 

but there was a tendency in slowing body weight loss in 

the SKOV3 HD group. The above results suggest that the 

ovarian cancer cell indeed can inhibit the growth of 

pancreatic tumors in vivo. 

 

Potential mechanisms of the proposed CCC 

therapeutics 

 

As we reported above, the proposed CCC therapeutics 

indeed inhibited the growth of pancreatic cancer through 

injection of ovarian cancer cells. As we described above, 

this therapeutics was proposed based on the observation 

that gene expression change of ovarian cancer is anti-

correlated with that of pancreatic cancer (Rho = -0.31, p-

value = 0, Figure 3A). To confirm whether injection of 

ovarian cancer cell reverses the gene expression change 

of pancreatic cancer, we identified the gene expression 

profiles of subcutaneous xenotransplanted tumors with 

(the high dose group) or without injection of ovarian 

cancer cells by RNA-sequencing. As expected, the 

ovarian cancer cell-induced gene expression change 

(with vs. without ovarian cancer cell treatment) is indeed 

anti-correlated with that (pancreatic cancer vs. normal 

pancreas) of pancreatic cancer (Rho = -0.19, p-value = 

2.07e-95, Figure 3B). This result means that the ovarian 

cancer cell treatment indeed statistically reverses the 

gene expression signature of pancreatic cancer and thus 

together with the cell and animal results confirm the 

efficacy of the CCC therapeutics for pancreatic cancer. 

Given that the proposed CCC therapeutics is based on 

injection of cancer cells, however, people would regard 

it as one kind of immunotherapy. To confirm whether it 

belongs to immunotherapy or not and to explore whether 

it represents some novel therapeutics, we next performed 

function and pathway enrichment analysis for the DEGs 

of pancreatic tumors with and without ovarian cancer 

cell treatments using tools of DAVID Bioinformatics 

and WEAT. 

 

Firstly, we investigated the enriched subcellular locations 

of the DEGs. As a result, both DAVID Bioinformatics 

and WEAT analysis revealed that the DEGs are mostly 

enriched in the extracellular space/region and cell 

membrane/surface (Figure 3C), which is consistent  

with the enriched functions of signaling, ion transport, 

extracellular matrix organization, and pancreatic 

secretion (Figure 3D). 

 
Next, investigating the phenotype and disease these 

DEGs are involved in may provide critical insights for 

exploring the mechanisms of the CCC therapeutics. As 

a result, pancreatic-related diseases are among the top 

terms (Supplementary File 2). For example, the term of 

pancreatitis especially hereditary/pediatric pancreatitis 

is one of the top significant terms in all categories 

(ClinVar, DisGeNET, GWAS, Human Phenotype 

Ontology, Jensen DISEASES, and rare disease). In 

addition, the DEGs are also enriched in a number of 

other pancreatic-related disease, such as alcoholic 

pancreatitis, non-diabetic pancreatic disorders, chronic 

pancreatitis, pancreatic insufficiency, exocrine pancreatic 

insufficiency, pancreatic pseudocyst, idiopathic chronic 

pancreatitis, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, acute 

recurrent pancreatitis, and autoimmune pancreatitis in  

the DisGeNET category (Figure 3E), and pancreatic 

steatorrhea in the Jensen DISEASES category. The above 

results suggest that the ovarian cancer cell treatment 

strikingly induced changes of genes being involved in 

pancreas function and phenotype in pancreatic tumors. 

 

Given that the pancreas-related disease including 

pancreatitis is the top term related with the DEGs, it will 

be interesting whether the DEGs contribute to these 

phenotypes through inflammation or immune related 

functions and pathways. For doing so, we performed 

functions and pathways analysis (Figure 3D). Strikingly, 

biological processes such as protein digestion and 

absorption, proteolysis, response to growth hormone-

releasing hormone, pancreas regeneration, positive 

regulation of cell adhesion, and positive regulation of 

type B pancreatic cell proliferation were mostly 

significant, suggesting that the CCC therapeutics could 

work by enhancing pancreas function, pancreas 

regeneration and cell adhesion through secreting 

signaling molecules to trigger proteolysis but not 

through inflammation and immune related functions and 

pathways. Moreover, molecular function (MF) analysis 

showed that the proteolysis could be mediated by serine-

type endopeptidase but not other peptidase. Interestingly, 

the only significant term in MSigDB hallmark  

category is ‘Epithelial Mesenchymal Transition’ (EMT, 

FDR = 1.55e-7), suggesting that another possible 

mechanism of the CCC therapeutics is that the ovarian 

cancer cell could block the metastasis of pancreatic 

cancer by inhibiting its EMT process. Specifically, 

immune-related functional or pathway terms are not 

identified as significant, suggesting that the CCC 

therapeutics could not belong to immunotherapy. 
 

We next try to explore genes or targets contributing to or 

being highly related to these DEGs, including categories 

of kinase, transcription factor (TF), BioPlex Interactome, 

and Pfam domains. As a result, 81 kinases and 109 TFs 

were identified to be mostly co-expressed with the  
DEGs (Supplementary Files 3, 4). It should be noted  

that NR5A2 (nuclear receptor subfamily 5 group A 

member 2) is the top 1 significant TF. Interestingly, it 
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Figure 3. Function, pathways, and targets induced by SKOV3 cell treatment. Spearman’s correlation between gene fold change of 
ovarian serous carcinoma and gene fold change of pancreatic cancer (A). Spearman’s correlation between gene fold change of pancreatic 
cancer induced by ovarian cancer cell SKOV3 and gene fold change of pancreatic cancer (B). The enrichment result of xenograft with or 
without injection of SKOV3 cells by using DAVID (C). The enrichment result of xenograft with or without injection of SKOV3 cells by using 
WEAT (D). The enriched diseases in DisGeNET of xenograft with or without injection of SKOV3 cells (E). 
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was reported that NR5A2 has critical roles in restraining 

inflammation in normal mouse pancreas and is 

considered to be highly relevant to human pancreatitis 

and pancreatic cancer [23]. In BioPlex analysis, there are 

7 significant genes highly connected with these DEGs, 

including GDF11, GSTT1, FN1, ITGA4, TUBB1, 

TUBB3, and HSPA5 (Supplementary File 5). All of the 7 

genes have critical roles in carcinogenesis, for example, it 

is known that FN1 (fibronectin 1) is involved in cell 

adhesion and migration processes including metastasis, 

and thus is associated with pancreatic cancer prognosis 

and survival [24]. For the Pfam Domain analysis, the 

only significant term is ‘Trypsin’ (FDR=4.72e-8), an 

enzyme produced in pancreas. 

 

African elephant TP53 transgenic SKOV3 cells 

enhanced the inhibitory effects of pancreatic tumor 

 

In the above section, we confirmed the efficacy of the 

CCC therapeutics on pancreatic cancer through 

injection of the SKOV3 ovarian cancer cells. It is then 

interesting to investigate whether genetically engineered 

ovarian cancer cell can further enhance the efficacy or 

not. It is known that TP53 (tumor protein 53) is a 

crucial tumor suppressor gene, mutated in majority of 

human cancers [25]. Interestingly, the multiple copies 

of TP53 and the enhanced p53-mediated cell apoptosis 

observed in African elephants may have evolved to 

offer such cancer protection [26]. Therefore, we 

transferred TP53 gene of African elephant into SKOV3 

cells to investigate if it can enhance the inhibition of the 

growth of pancreatic cancer. 

 

We sorted and purified SKOV3 cells which were 

transfected with lentivirus containing GFP tag and TP53 

gene through GFP fluorescence by flow sorting, and 

detected the expression of TP53 by q-PCR. The results 

of q-PCR also showed that the expression of TP53 gene 

was significantly increased after transfection in SKOV3 

cells (Figure 4A). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The results of the animal experiment based on African elephant TP53 transgenic SKOV3 cells. The q-PCR analysis 
showed the mRNA expression levels of TP53 in SKOV3 cell after the transfection of lentivirus (A). After 18 days of treatment, the mice were 
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euthanized for analysis of tumors. The images of harvested tumors (B). Tumor weights are shown as means ± SD (C). n =7-8, **p < 0.01. 
Tumor growth curve during intervention (D). The points and bars represent means ± SD. n =7-8, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 
Body weight changes of mice during intervention (E). Representative images of xenograft of each group in fluorescence confocal (F). Nuclei 
were stained with DAPI (blue). Bars =100 μm. 

 

Similar to the work flow of the previous animal 

experiments, we upped the dose and frequency of cell 

injection, and followed by intervention with low dose 

(LD, 6×105 cells) or high dose (HD, 1.2×106 cells) 

SKOV3GFP or SKOV3TP53+GFP cells every two days 

through intratumoral injection. As shown in Figure 4B, 

the mice were euthanized and the tumors were 

harvested after 18 days of intervention. As a result, the 

tumor weight in the Gemcitabine group and 

SKOV3TP53+GFP LD group had a significant decrease 

(Figure 4C, Gemcitabine group vs. NSCT, p-value = 

0.016; SKOV3TP53+GFP LD vs. NSCT, p-value = 0.025, 

one-way ANOVA test). Comparing with the NSCT 

group, xenograft tumors grown in both the SKOV3GFP 

group and the SKOV3TP53+GFP group of low dose or high 

dose had a smaller mean size (Figure 4D). The tumor 

volume was significantly smaller and significantly 

different from the NSCT group at each measurement 

after intervention. Furthermore, there was no significant 

difference in body weight change among the four 

groups (Figure 4E), but, early in the intervention, 

treatment with SKOV3GFP or SKOV3TP53+GFP cells can 

slow down the weight loss. In addition, as SKOV3 is 

also a rapidly proliferating cancer cell, we were 

concerned that the injected SKOV3 cells might develop 

into ovarian cancer in the pancreatic tumor. Therefore, 

we observed the green fluorescence under confocal 

microscope after frozen section of xenograft tumor. The 

result showed that no ovarian cancer was formed in the 

pancreatic tumor after SKOV3GFP and SKOV3TP53+GFP 

injection, but only some scattered GFP fluorescence 

signals were detected (Figure 4F). The above results 

indicate that the CCC therapeutics combined with 

genetic engineering may further enhance the treatment 

effect. 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

Pancreatic cancer is a common malignant tumor of the 

digestive system. Due to its low surgical resection rate 

and poor sensitivity to various therapeutics such as 

chemotherapy and radiotherapy, it leads to a very low 

5-year survival rate and represents the most lethal 

cancer. Therefore, bringing novel therapeutics to 

patients with pancreatic cancer has been a long-

standing and challenging problem. In this study, we 

first predicted the candidate agents whose gene 

signatures are anti-correlated with that of pancreatic 

cancer by reverse-transcriptomics. As a result, we 

found ovarian cancer is among the top candidate 

agents, which hints that ovarian cancer cells may be 

used to defend pancreatic cancer. We next confirmed 

this hypothesis using cell and animal experiments.  

As a result, the ovarian cancer cell SKOV3 can  

indeed significantly inhibit the proliferation of the 

pancreatic cancer cell SW1990 and the growth of 

pancreatic tumors. Moreover, the RNA-seq analysis of 

subcutaneous xenotransplanted tumors with or without 

injection of SKOV3 cells showed that the gene 

expression change induced by ovarian cancer cell 

treatment is indeed anti-correlated with that of 

pancreatic cancer. Moreover, we showed that the 

transgenic TP53 gene of African elephant in SKOV3 

cells can further enhance the treatment effects. 

Together, our results showed the feasibility of the CCC 

or genetically engineered CCC therapeutics. 

 

It is widely known that in epithelial cancers, including 

pancreatic cancer, EMT is associated with the three 

major steps of cancer development: invasion, 

dissemination and metastasis [27, 28]. EMT change is 

triggered in a number of distinct molecular processes 

including the expression of specific cell-surface proteins 

and the activation of transcription factors (TFs). EMT-

TFs include SNAI and SNAI2 superfamily, two ZEB 

factors (ZEB1 and ZEB2) [27] and other TFs, like 

Prrx1, Sox4 and Sox9, Klf4 and members of the AP-1 

(Jun/Fos) family [29]. In our results, function and 

pathway analysis of DEGs in xenografts with or without 

injection of SKOV3 cells revealed several pathways 

that are important in the development of cancer, 

including epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT), 

activation of matrix metalloproteinases, and extra-

cellular matrix organization. Besides, we found 

significant differences in the expression of SNAI2 and 

Prrx1, which may be one of the reasons for the changes 

of EMT (Supplementary File 4). Extracellular matrix 

becomes highly dysregulated in cancer, playing  

both protumorigenic and antitumorigenic roles.  

Ovarian cancer cell injection may induce changes of 

extracellular stromal environment in pancreatic cancer 

and then lead to the changes of cell adhesion, 

differentiation, migration, proliferation and invasion in 

pancreatic cancer [30]. It is worth noting that many 

cancers cause death because of cancer recurrence and 

metastasis. Ovarian cancer cell treatment for pancreatic 

cancer could cause a reduction in the invasion and 
migration ability of pancreatic cancer, such an effect 

may be a new breakthrough in the clinical treatment of 

cancer. 
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Immunotherapy achieved remarkable efficacy in many 

malignancies [31–35], but has not yet translated to 

pancreatic cancer. The failure of immunotherapy is 

mainly due to the stromal microenvironment within the 

tumor that affects the activity of immune checkpoint 

blockers [31, 36] and the infiltration of CAR-T cells 

into the tumor [37–39]. The CCC therapeutics does not 

alter the immune pathways, so it may not belong to 

immunotherapy. This study may open up a new type of 

therapeutics for cancer treatment, not only including 

pancreatic cancer but also perhaps including more 

cancers in the future, such as glioblastoma, the most 

lethal cancer in central nervous system. 

 

In addition, it is interesting to discover some potential 

drugs for the treatment of pancreatic cancer by 

analyzing the RNA-seq data from the CCC therapeutics 

based on the drug-related categories such as ‘Drug 

Perturbations from GEO’ and “DSigDB”. As a result, 

120 connections between drugs and these DEGs were 

identified as significant (Supplementary File 6). It 

should be noted that the ‘connection’ identified here is 

association, therefore, whether it alleviates or enhances 

pancreatic cancer still needs expert decision and further 

experiments. After manual curation, we further found 

113 of the 120 connections have clear evidence that 

corresponding drugs can treat cancer (Supplementary 

File 6), suggesting that they may be also effective for 

treating pancreatic cancer. 

 

Obviously, a number of scientific and technical 

questions need to be further answered. Firstly, the 

feasibility of intratumoral injection in clinical practice 

remains to be explored. For clinics, surgery with 

translation of the therapeutic cancer cells into the tumor 

would be an option. Secondly, in this study, only two 

doses were selected for the animal experiments. The 

dose of injected cells needs to be further explored in 

more details to achieve better efficacy. In addition, the 

exact mechanisms of the CCC therapeutics still need to 

be explored. Moreover, due to the limitations of the 

model, only tumor weight and tumor volume were 

investigated in the present study, survival time is also 

important to be explored in the future. Next, more 

germline of cell lines should be tested in the validation 

experiments. The ovarian cancer cell lines include 

CAOV3, PA1 and SKOV3 and the pancreatic cancer 

cell lines include Capan-1/2, SW1990, CFPAC-1, 

HPAC, HPAF-2, Hs-766T, PANC-1, and so on. At 

present study, we only tested SKOV3 as the therapeutic 

cancer cell and SW1990 as the xenograft cell of the 

pancreatic tumor. It is thus quite important to 

investigate the efficacy of the CCC therapeutics using 
more types of cancer cells. Finally, it is also very 

important to test whether the CCC therapeutics is a 

general strategy for the treatment of other cancers. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Animals 

 

BALB/c nude male mice (6-8-week-old, weighing  

16-20g) of SPF-class were purchased from Huafukang 

Animal Experiment Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). The  

mice were housed under in a temperature-controlled 

environment with a 12/12 h light/dark cycle with standard 

diet and water ad libitum. 

 

Cell lines and lentivirus 

 

Human pancreatic cancer cell line SW1990 was 

purchased from ATCC Co., Ltd. (USA) and human 

ovarian cancer cell line SKOV3 was provided by Prof. 

Lixiang Xue of Peking University Third Hospital. Cell 

lines were maintained in RPMI 1640 (Gbico, USA) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, 

USA). Cells were cultured at 37° C in a humidified 

incubator containing 5% CO2. 

 

Lentivirus vectors containing the GFP tag, GFP tag and 

TP53 gene of Loxodonta africana were constructed, 

respectively. Lentivirus production was completed by 

the Genechem Company (Shanghai, China). SKOV3 

cells were infected with the concentrated virus at a 

multiplicity of infection of 5 in the presence of 

HitransG A for 12 h. After 12 hours, the supernatant 

was replaced with fresh medium. GFP-positive SKOV3 

cells were sorted by flow cytometry, and expression of 

TP53 in the infected cells was evaluated by q-PCR. 

 

Cell experiment 

 

105 SKOV3GFP cell and 105 SW1990 cell / per well 

were co-cultured in 6-well plate, in which 2×105 

SW1990 cells / per well were planted in 6-well plate as 

a control. After 48 hours, 3 fields were selected from 

each well to count the total cells in the bright field and 

GFP cells (SKOV3 cells) in the fluorescence field, then 

the number of SW1990 cells was equal to the number of 

total cells minus the number of GFP cells (SKOV3 

cells). The relative cell proliferation rate of SW1990 

was calculated with a formula: (the cell number of 

SW1990 × 2 in co-cultured group) / (the cell number of 

SW1990 in control group) × 100%. 

 

Quantitative real-time PCR assay 
 

Total RNA from SKOV3 cells was isolated by using 

TriQuick reagent (R1100, Solarbio) and 5 μg RNA  

was reverse-transcribed for preparing cDNA by a 
commercial RT kit (Transgene, AH341). Real-time 

PCR was performed using the AriaMx Real-Time PCR 

System with Top Green PCR Master Mix (AQ131-01, 
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TransGen Biotech) and the following primer: TP53 

(F:TTTCACCCTTCAGATCCGTG; R:GACTGTCCCT 

TCTTAGACTTCG), GAPDH(F:CTC CTCCACCTTTG 

ACGCTG, R: TCCTCTTGTGCTCTTGCTGG), GAPDH 

was used as the internal reference. 

 

Establishment of subcutaneous transplantation 

tumor model 

 

To produce SW1990 donor tumors, SW1990 cell 

suspension of logarithmic growth phase in the total 

volume of 0.2 mL was inoculated subcutaneously into the 

right posterior axillary line of nude mice. When the 

tumor grows to a certain extent, the tumor was aseptically 

peeled off and cut into small tissue pieces of 2×2×2 

(mm3), and the tumor tissue pieces were inoculated into 

the right axilla of nude mice subcutaneously through a 

trocar to complete the subcutaneous pancreatic cancer 

model. The tumor volume was calculated with a standard 

formula: width2 × length × 0.5. At the end of the 

experiment, the xenografts were weighted, excised, fixed 

in formalin or frozen at -80° C for further experiments. 

 

Screening possible agents to defend pancreatic cancer 

 

To explore possible agents for pancreatic cancer defense, 

we first got the gene-level expression profiles of 28 

PDAC specimens and 2 normal pancreatic tissues from 

donors (GEO accession number: GSE56560) [40]. Genes 

with fold change (FC) value ≥1.50 or ≤0.67 are taken as 

the gene signature of PDAC. And then the reverse-

transcriptomics based computational tool DrugMine from 

Co., Ltd. of Beijing JeaMoon Technology was used to 

explore possible agents (including small molecules, 

biological molecules, and traditional Chinese medicine 

etc.) to defend pancreatic cancer. The hypothesis of 

DrugMine is that if the gene signature of some agent is 

anti-correlated with that of PDAC, then this agent will be 

predicted to be able to defend pancreatic cancer. In 

addition, Spearman’s correlation was also performed in 

DrugMine based on the whole FC profiles. 

 

RNA- sequencing 

 

RNA sequencing was performed using RNA extracted 

from tumors in normal saline control (NSCT) and 

SKOV3 high dose (HD) group by using TriQuick 

reagent (R1100, Solarbio). Each group consists of  

3 biological replicates. RNA degradation and 

contamination were monitored on 1% agarose gels. 

RNA purity was checked using the NanoPhotometer® 

spectrophotometer (IMPLEN, CA, USA). RNA integrity 

was assessed using the RNA Nano 6000 Assay Kit of 
the Bioanalyzer 2100 system (Agilent Technologies, 

CA, USA). RNA-sequencing was performed according 

to the standard protocol of Novogene Corporation Inc. 

The RNA-sequencing data are publicly available at GEO 

(GSE212173). Differential expression analysis was 

performed using the DESeq2 R package (1.16.1). 

 

Functional and pathway analysis 

 

To explore possible mechanisms of the CCC 

therapeutics for combating pancreatic cancer with 

ovarian cancer cells, we applied DAVID Bioinformatics 

[41] and the weighted functional and pathway analysis 

tool WEAT [42], through which here we analyzed a 

number of functional/pathway categories, including 

ARCHS4 Kinases Coexp, ARCHS4 TFs Coexp, 

BioPlanet, BioPlex, ClinVar 2019, DisGeNET, DSigDB, 

GO biological process, GO cellular component, GO 

molecular function, GWAS Catalog 2019, Human Gene 

Atlas, Human Phenotype Ontology, Jensen 

COMPARTMENTS, Jensen DISEASES, KEGG, 

MSigDB Hallmark 2020, Pfam Domains 2019, Rare 

Diseases AutoRIF Gene Lists, RNA Seq Disease Gene 

and Drug Signatures from GEO, and TRANSFAC and 

JASPAR PWMs. Genes with fold change (FC) >=2.0 or 

<=0.5 between the pancreatic cancer xenografts with and 

without SKOV3 treatment as the differentially expressed 

genes (DEGs). 

 

Quantification and statistical analysis 
 

All data were expressed as the mean ± SD. R (version 

4.2) was used for all statistical analyses. For a 

comparison between two groups, the T-test was used. 

For comparisons between three or more groups, the 

one-way ANOVA (one-tailed) was used. 
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Please browse Full Text version to see the data of Supplementary Files 4, 6. 

 

Supplementary File 1. Comparison of the tumor volume 
between treatment group and NSCT group during 
intervention. 

Tumor volume One way ANOVA 

data 1 

day1 P-value 

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.886 

SKOV3 HD vs. NSCT 0.755 

SKOV3 LD vs. NSCT 0.591 

day4  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.00108 

SKOV3 HD vs. NSCT 0.00068 

SKOV3 LD vs. NSCT 0.0012 

day7  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.00028 

SKOV3 HD vs. NSCT 0.00276 

SKOV3 LD vs. NSCT 0.00747 

day11  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.00221 

SKOV3 HD vs. NSCT 0.00978 

SKOV3 LD vs. NSCT 0.02112 

data 2 

day1  

CT  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.988723910927881 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.799224687648322 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.581036672963136 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.192442062966073 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 0.321056162570084 

day3  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.0489434728145107 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.00633237051383828 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.0124801477653647 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.0147437002104617 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 0.00670137653176828 

day5  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 6.83945773338746E-06 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.000231533672790163 
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SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.000371949680032069 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.0000435305961362653 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 5.84198733122321E-06 

day8  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 1.46568033265737E-08 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 6.18821703324279E-07 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 5.66388905776094E-07 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 1.45506490778491E-06 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 2.78109778428792E-07 

day10  

CT  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 8.74263457739666E-07 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.0000127015491199201 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.0000178679134628101 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.000558596974845615 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 0.0000569740943069386 

day12  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.0000419058969515218 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.000235004033309782 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.000118407204488857 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.00741653187530478 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 0.000211811185322874 

day14  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.0000908113295305935 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.000421649926519496 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.00101226327008364 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.00527982130533911 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 0.000241841375546059 

day16  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.0000850007428913058 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.00020203430765342 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.00034785890476996 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.00164519610173053 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 0.000394975002415032 

day18  

Gemcitabine vs. NSCT 0.0000168279512249292 

SKOV3GFP HD vs. NSCT 0.0000222563302877399 

SKOV3GFP LD vs. NSCT 0.00267032142927348 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 HD vs. NSCT 0.000443752799526576 

SKOV3GFP+TP53 LD vs. NSCT 0.000133607047711926 
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Supplementary File 2. The enriched disease terms of DEGs between the tumors with and without injection of ovarian 
cancer cells. 

Category Term FDR 

ClinVar hereditary pancreatitis 0.0000000000000317 

DisGeNET Autosomal Dominant Hereditary Pancreatitis 0.000000000000349 

DisGeNET Abnormal enzyme/coenzyme activity 0.0000000000323 

DisGeNET Pancreatitis, Alcoholic 0.00000000314 

DisGeNET Elevated C-reactive protein 0.00000000646 

DisGeNET Elevated C-reactive protein level 0.00000000646 

DisGeNET Leukocytosis 0.0000000502 

DisGeNET Collagenopathy, type 2 alpha 1 0.00000338 

DisGeNET Pancreatic disorders (not diabetes) 0.00000789 

DisGeNET Pancreatitis, Chronic 0.0000565 

DisGeNET Hereditary pancreatitis 0.0000956 

DisGeNET Gastrointestinal pain 0.000101 

DisGeNET Bacterial sepsis of newborn 0.000207 

DisGeNET Pancreatic Insufficiency 0.000302 

DisGeNET Abdominal discomfort 0.000302 

DisGeNET Sepsis of the newborn 0.000351 

DisGeNET Exocrine pancreatic insufficiency 0.000538 

DisGeNET Abdominal Pain 0.00107 

DisGeNET Malignant tumor of eye 0.00171 

DisGeNET Pancreatic Pseudocyst 0.00563 

DisGeNET Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia 0.00747 

DisGeNET Hypoproteinemia 0.00777 

DisGeNET Idiopathic chronic pancreatitis 0.00777 

DisGeNET Intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma 0.00777 

DisGeNET Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome 0.00849 

DisGeNET Abnormal thrombosis 0.0117 

DisGeNET Carcinoma, Signet Ring Cell 0.0122 

DisGeNET TROPICAL CALCIFIC PANCREATITIS 0.0133 

DisGeNET Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma 0.0154 

DisGeNET Ki-1+ Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma 0.0189 

DisGeNET Colorectal Neoplasms 0.021 

DisGeNET Acute recurrent pancreatitis 0.021 

DisGeNET Autoimmune pancreatitis 0.0234 

DisGeNET Perisylvian syndrome 0.0278 

DisGeNET Age related macular degeneration 0.0311 

DisGeNET Pediatric Crohn's disease 0.0413 

GWAS Catalog 2019 Pancreatitis 7.41E-19 

GWAS Catalog 2019 Blood protein levels 0.000101 

GWAS Catalog 2019 Methadone dose in opioid dependence 0.0433 

GWAS Catalog 2019 Cancer 0.0454 

Human_Phenotype_Ontology Hypoproteinemia (HP:0003075) 0.000357 

Human_Phenotype_Ontology Pancreatitis (HP:0001733) 0.000565 
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Human_Phenotype_Ontology Steatorrhea (HP:0002570) 0.0179 

Human_Phenotype_Ontology Exocrine pancreatic insufficiency (HP:0001738) 0.0186 

Human_Phenotype_Ontology Abnormality of the pleura (HP:0002103) 0.0221 

Human_Phenotype_Ontology Anal atresia (HP:0002023) 0.0254 

Human_Phenotype_Ontology Fat malabsorption (HP:0002630) 0.0289 

Jensen_DISEASES Pancreatic steatorrhea 0.000114 

Jensen_DISEASES Steatorrhea 0.000438 

Jensen_DISEASES Shipyard eye 0.00139 

Jensen_DISEASES Pancreatitis 0.00139 

Jensen_DISEASES Pneumothorax 0.031 

Rare_Diseases Hereditary pancreatitis 0.0000369 

Rare_Diseases Pancreatitis pediatric 0.000843 

Rare_Diseases Pediatric ulcerative colitis 0.00342 
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Supplementary File 3. The enriched kinases of DEGs. 

Term FDR 

PRKCG human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00000202 

MAST1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00000995 

CAMKV human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00000995 

STK32B human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000122 

LMTK3 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000153 

TTBK1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000153 

CAMK1G human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000153 

CAMK2B human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000317 

CAMK1D human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000317 

MAPK15 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000317 

ANKK1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000317 

NEK10 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0000317 

ALPK2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000078 

BRSK2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000078 

MAPK4 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000078 

MAP3K9 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000078 

MYLK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

DDR2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

CAMK2G human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

PRKCZ human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

PAK1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

SBK1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

MAP3K19 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

NEK11 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000168 

NEK7 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000389 

WNK2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000389 

ERN2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000389 

BRSK1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000389 

PNCK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000389 

DCLK2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000389 

PAK6 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000389 

PLK5 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00084 

PDGFRB human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

PDGFRA human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

FLT1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

CAMK2A human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

PRKCE human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

CDK15 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

TYRO3 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

CAMK4 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

KALRN human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.000869 

MAPK11 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00172 

TEK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00205 
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MAP3K10 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00205 

CAMKK1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00205 

PAK5 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00205 

MAK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00205 

EPHA6 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00205 

MOK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00205 

GRK7 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0027 

ACVR1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00455 

BLK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00456 

CAMKK2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00456 

EPHB6 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00456 

MAP3K12 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00456 

DCLK1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00456 

MAPK10 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00456 

NRBP2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0084 

AATK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.00861 

MAP4K1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0102 

BMX human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0103 

MAP2K4 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0104 

NLK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0104 

ALK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0182 

FLT4 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

FGFR3 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

ACVRL1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

PDK4 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

FGFR2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

BTK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

HIPK2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

NRK human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0211 

CDK14 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0212 

RPS6KL1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0213 

CDK18 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0369 

RPS6KA2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.042 

MAP4K2 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0426 

TIE1 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0431 

TNNI3K human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0439 

PRKACB human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0439 

NTRK3 human kinase ARCHS4 coexpression 0.0439 
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Supplementary File 4. The enriched transcription factor of DEGs. 

 

 

Supplementary File 5. The significant 
genes connected with DEGs. 

Term FDR 

GDF11 0.000000193 

GSTT1 0.0000011 

FN1 0.0000011 

ITGA4 0.0000011 

TUBB1 0.0000284 

TUBB3 0.000354 

HSPA5 0.000445 

 

Supplementary File 6. The drugs significantly associated with DEGs. 


